
Genius iQ. Two measuring devices in one.
Today's modern color management.



Next Generation: Genius iQ perfectly 
putting color and effect in the spotlight.

The way to the right color is now even faster and more 
accurate: the Genius iQ revolutionises the tried and 
tested system of electronic color measurement. Not only 
reliably measuring colors directly on the vehicle body – 
even effects are no problem for this handy color expert.  
 
The digital color measurement in pace with the times: With the 
new Genius iQ, Standox is making the search for the right color 
faster and more accurate.

Identify all relevant color information and more, directly on site: 
the Genius iQ not only reliably identifies shades and nuances,  
the handy 3-angle-measuring device also precisely determines 
effects. 

As with the Genius the measurement is taken directly from the 
vehicle body, close to the damaged area. Genius iQ stores the 
measured data, which can then be converted directly into ready-
mixed formulas on the PC with Standowin software: more than 
half a million formulas in different qualities are stored here and 
are therefore very easy to identify.

System Genius.
Transport case•	
Genius calibration standards•	
Batteries•	
Storage box for the bodyshop•	
CD manual•	
USB cable•	



Pretty effective: Genius iQ.

Find the right color conveniently  
and reliably with the Genius iQ: an 
intuitive and user-friendly menu 
system that is available in several 
languages, is simple and easy to use. 
In combination with the Standowin 
software finding the right color is 
“child,s play„.  
 
 

System requirements.

Minimum: PC with 1.6 GHz, 1GB RAM, 4 GB free space on hard disc, DVD drive, mouse, 2 free serial ports, Windows XP, Windows 7

Recommended: PC with 1.6 GHz, 2GB RAM, 8 GB free space on hard disc, DVD drive, mouse, 2 free serial ports, Windows XP, Windows 7

Effect is in: today, car colors are mainly 
effect colors, a trend that is on the 
increase. And this is where the new Genius 
iQ is really impressive: the compact  
color expert not only measures classical  
color information with high accuracy and 
reliability but it also simultaneously 
identifies the effects, rare or varied colors 
and determines the appropriate mixing 

User-friendly operation. 

Operation via touch screen with stylus or setting 

wheel. Easy to use supported by an intuitive 

graphical user interface.

Internal memory. 

Efficient color search: the car brand can be  

pre-selected directly via touch screen on the 

device and stored in the Genius iQ internal 

memory in addition to the measurement data.

Reliable measurement. 

Optimal positioning for reliable measurements 

on a flat surface through 4 “contact pins„. An 

additional rubber ring prevents the incidence  

of extraneous light for the best possible 

measurement result.

formulas. You have a good grip on color 
and effect with the handy Genius iQ. 
Which is also a benefit for your customers: 
Genius iQ – simply effective.
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